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Construction with Cross-Laminated
Timber in Multi-Storey Buildings
Focus on Building Physics
Amendments to building regulations during the nineties
of the 20th century initiated a revival of multi-storey timber buildings in Austria.
Due to current developments in research, increased
requirements and occasional uncertainties among planners and producers, it turned out to be necessary to elaborate a guideline based on building physics for multistorey solid-timber construction. The present brochure
summarises the results of research projects and practical
building experiences from the use of cross-laminated
timber up to building class 4 from the view of building
physics.
Besides general principles for constructing with timber or
cross-laminated timber, the current guideline details current building-physical requirements and solutions concerning all the details and superstructures in examples.
Recommendations for building practice and corrections
of faults in execution round off the brochure. The detailed
representations given are exemplary solutions; if appropriately verified, alternatives are possible. The current
brochure supports the implementation of multi-storey
timber constructions.
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impact sound protection by up to 20 dB (!). Flanking sound paths can also be formed by
plinths or installations of showers and bath tubs.

6.6.4

Floor surfacing

Carpets usually result in high impact sound level reduction. According to [ÖNORM B 8115-2],
carpets, wall-to-wall carpets, mats and the like must not be included. Any floor surfacing that
is applied to floors in a permanent way, such as screeds, glued-on parquet and ceramic tiling,
is to be included. For hotels, homes and balconies, requirements may be met by permanent
floor surfacing, such as fitted carpets, glued-on textile flooring, plastic bottom and linoleum.

6.6.5
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Various investigations into timber frame floors have shown that the use of spring strips
instead of whip arms leads to much better impact sound properties of floors [Polleres und
Schober 2004], [Lang 2004].
Double flexible claddings (e.g. 2 x 12.5 mm) are necessarily more advantageous than a
thicker fiberboard (e.g. 25 mm). Thicker gypsum boards lead to worse results, despite their
higher mass. As a rule, suspensions are hung about 6 cm lower and provide improvements
in the medium frequency range. Achieving significant improvements also in the lower
frequency range by suspension would require suspension heights of ca. 20 cm and an
additional increase in the vibrating mass (additional gypsum board).

Laying of electric cables

In case of visible cross-laminated timber floors, attention is to be paid to airtightness within
individual apartments where electric pipework is laid for floor lamps. This pipework is laid on
the raw floor top as a rule. It should be remembered that penetrations through the floor must
be executed in an airtight way and pipework is laid such that individual cables can be
subsequently pulled in.

Figure 32:

Laying of electric cables is to be executed in an airtight way for visible cross-laminated timber floors

6.6.6

Suspended floor

1 mm Luft
Figure 33:

Schematic represented of the mounting of a decoupled suspension, source: [Holtz et al. 1999b]

Figure 34:

Mounting with decoupled suspension of whip arm, source: Knauf company

As cladding for suspended floorrs, usually gypsum boards or gypsum fiberboards are used in
timber constructions. A suspended floor directly mounted on a timbered floor using battens
can result in an improvement of up to 15 dB. By using a spring strip, the improvement
increases up to 25 dB for a timber beam floor, while it is 4 dB for solid timber floor due to the
low distance between raw floor and suspended floor [Holtz et al. 1999b]. The cause of this
minor value in case of solid timber constructions is the lower shell distance. Therefore, a
decoupled mounting using spring strip or whip arm is recommended. However, mounting is
crucial, see Figure 33. A rigid connection deteriorates sound protection of this measure.
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